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1 ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT 

This best-practice guide for SAP Business Process Improvement is part of a series of guides which describe 
the different applications within the Business Process Improvement portfolio in SAP Solution Manager.  

This document is based on the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP11. 

 

This document is based on the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP11. That means, this document 
contains screenshots of an SAP Solution Manager 7.2 system but can be used as well for SAP 
Solution Manager 7.2 SP10, because there are only some minor differences to SP11 (as mentioned 
in this document). 

 

Additional information is indicated by the lightbulb icon.  

 

 Important remarks are indicated by the exclamation mark icon.  
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2 INTRODUCTION BUSINESS PROCESS ANALYTICS 

Business Process Analytics as a functionality was first shipped back in 2010 as part of SAP Solution 
Manager 7.1. When SAP Solution Manager 7.2 was introduced the same Business Process Analytics was 
shipped as of support package 3. This Business Process Analytics came based on Web Dynpro application 
technology. A new alternative Business Process Analytics with SAPUI5 was first shipped with SAP Solution 
Manager support package 10. This application is sometimes called “Unified Analytics” as it unites the 
features from the classic Business Process Analytics (based on stored Info Cube data and with the Web 
Dynpro application technology) and the Ad-hoc Business Process Analytics (where data is collected and 
analyzed ad-hoc in a one-time manner). 

This document deals only with the SAPUI5 application and in this document, we will mainly use the term 
Business Process Analytics. 

2.1 What is Business Process Analytics? 

Business Process Analytics in SAP Solution Manager is a problem-oriented tool that allows you to identify 
weaknesses in your existing SAP Business Suite or SAP S/4HANA processes and provides fast root cause 
analysis capabilities in order to make processes more efficient and effective normally without changing the 
process design itself (no re-engineering). 
The analysis is always based on pre-defined out-of-the-box key figures (~1.000 at the moment of writing) 
that can be reviewed at https://go.support.sap.com/kpicatalog. 
As all key figures are pre-defined and all are based on practical experience in different improvement projects 
conducted across the globe, across industries since 2006, the underlying root causes can often be found 
quickly with the help of the different Analytical Functions (see chapter Error! Reference source not found.) 
that Business Process Analytics provides, especially with the automatic pattern recognition (see chapter 
Error! Reference source not found.). 
You can either execute any key figure real-time and ad-hoc in a one-time fashion (see chapter Error! 
Reference source not found.) or you base your analysis on some continuous data collection that also 
allows to compare data with historic trends (see chapter Error! Reference source not found.). 
 

 

2.2 Typical Use Cases 
 
The following list should give you an idea in which areas Business Process Analytics in conjunction with the 
above mentioned out-of-the-box key figures can help: 

- You see inaccurate planning data (MRP planning, budget planning, liquidity planning) and the problem 
might be related to old, open and obsolete transactional documents that should be closed from a 
business perspective. Business Process Analytics can tell you where you have old and open 
documents that should be reviewed for closure (also see chapter Error! Reference source not 
found. regarding age analysis). 

https://go.support.sap.com/kpicatalog
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- You want to reduce process costs and automate or reduce non-value adding tasks. Business Process 
Analytics can tell you where you currently have low automation rates and where are you current Best 
Practices in the organization. It can also tell you in which areas dialog users are intervening in the 
process and perform field changes that might not be necessary. 

- You want to improve your (Days) Sales Outstanding. Business Process Analytics can tell you where 
orders or deliveries are overdue for billing, where customers paid late in recent weeks, where 
customer payments are outstanding, which payment terms are used for your top customers and if they 
are favorable or not. 

- You are not satisfied with your success rates in archiving as too many transactional documents are 
(system-)open. Business Process Analytics can tell you where you have old and open documents that 
should be reviewed for closure before the archiving runs (also see chapter Error! Reference source 
not found. regarding age analysis). 

- You want to know which master or configuration data is obsolete and can be removed from the 
existing system or should not be taken over into a new (e.g. SAP S/4HANA system). Business 
Process Analytics can tell you which data is configured in the system and whether it was never used 
or is no longer used or how often it was used in a defined time frame (also see chapter Error! 
Reference source not found.Error! Reference source not found. regarding usage analysis). 

- You are not satisfied with the current performance of a process regarding completion rate or in-time 
processing or cycle times. Business Process Analytics can provide a holistic picture of the most 
common processes to start a deeper analysis (also see chapter Error! Reference source not found. 
regarding process progress analysis). 

- You want to check if you could delay vendor payments without risking penalties in order to improve 
you cash situation. Business Process Analytics can tell you where you paid too early in recent weeks 
or which payment terms are used for your top vendors and if they are favorable/wanted or not. 

2.3 Integration in Business Process Improvement Suite 

On top of Business Process Analytics data, you can configure other management applications as part of the 
Business Process Improvement suite within SAP Solution Manager. Those applications are described in 
separate documents. Hence this document only describes the basic idea for those applications 

- The Business Process Operations Dashboards are typically used as THE entry page for an analysis 
from which you navigate into Business Process Analytics. The dashboard allows to display different 
key figures in one view via heat maps so that one can easily identify Best Practices and Worst 
Practices within an organization. The following blog describes how you typically create such a 
dashboard https://blogs.sap.com/2016/08/24/best-practices-creating-management-dashboards/. A 

detailed Best Practice Guide Business Process Operations Dashboards in SAP Solution Manager 

7.2 SP11 can be found under Technical Information > SAP Solution Manager 7.2 at 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement  

- The Dependency Diagrams are used to bring different key figures into a logical relationship and 
hence differentiate cause and effect of a finding. A short blog can be found here 
https://blogs.sap.com/2016/01/22/new-with-71-sp14-dependency-diagrams-kpi-trees/. A detailed 

Best Practice Guide Dependency Diagrams in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP11 can be found under 

Technical Information > SAP Solution Manager 7.2 at 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement  

- The Progress Management Boards are intended for high-level progress tracking. You can track the 
organizational progress via phases as well as the factual progress where you started (baseline), 
where you currently stand and what you want to achieve (target), see 
https://blogs.sap.com/2016/08/31/new-application-progress-management-board/. A detailed Best 

Practice Guide Progress Management Boards in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP11 can be found 

under Technical Information > SAP Solution Manager 7.2 at 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement  

- The Automation Rate Cockpit was just released with support package 11 and takes specific 
automation rate key figures in order to visualize the current document throughput in your system and 
project it to a full year. At the same time the current automation rate is considered and compared 
with a target automation rate that you would like to achieve. With the help of some other parameters 
(that can be manually changed) like the average labor costs per hour and the average processing 
time for a document, the application calculates yearly potential savings that could be achieved. A 
detailed documentation can be found under Technical Information > SAP Solution Manager 7.2 at 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement 

https://blogs.sap.com/2016/08/24/best-practices-creating-management-dashboards/
http://support.sap.com/content/dam/support/en_us/library/ssp/alm/sap-solution-manager/container/business-process-operations/BPImp_Documentation_SP11_BPO_Dashboards.pdf
http://support.sap.com/content/dam/support/en_us/library/ssp/alm/sap-solution-manager/container/business-process-operations/BPImp_Documentation_SP11_BPO_Dashboards.pdf
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
https://blogs.sap.com/2016/01/22/new-with-71-sp14-dependency-diagrams-kpi-trees/
http://support.sap.com/content/dam/support/en_us/library/ssp/alm/sap-solution-manager/container/business-process-operations/BPImp_Documentation_SP11_DependencyDiagrams.pdf
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
https://blogs.sap.com/2016/08/31/new-application-progress-management-board/
https://support.sap.com/content/dam/support/en_us/library/ssp/alm/sap-solution-manager/container/business-process-operations/BPImp_Documentation_SP11_ProgressBoards.pdf
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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At the time of writing the integration between the different applications still looks as follows: 

 

 

 
 

 As all common internet browsers will no longer support Adobe Flash as of 01.01.2021 the integration 
of all management applications mentioned above will be re-directed from the Web Dynpro based 
Business Process Analytics towards the new SAPUI5 based Business Process Analytics described in 
this document. The Web Dynpro based Business Process Analytics will become obsolete in some 
future SAP Solution Manager release. 
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3 TECHNICAL PREREQUISITES  

In this chapter, you will find a detailed overview of all necessary technical administration and configuration 
tasks which need to be executed in order to make Business Process Analytics work in SAP Solution 
Manager with all available functionality. 

If you would like to apply – right from the beginning – the complete list of technical prerequisites for all 
applications within the whole Business Process Improvement Suite, you can find them in chapter “Technical 
Prerequisites“ of the documentation “Getting started with Business Process Improvement" which can be 
found on the SAP Wiki page https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on 
tab "Technical Information" -> Section "Howto" -> Getting started with Business Process Improvement. 

 

3.1  Required Software Components and SAP Notes 

In order to setup and use Business Process Analytics, the following releases of software components are 
necessary as an absolute minimum: 

- Solution Manager 7.2 SP10 

- ST-A/PI needs to be on ST-A/PI 01T SP2 or higher  

- Each connected managed system must have at least ST-A/PI 01T SP2 installed. 

- All SAP notes need to be implemented in Solution Manager and managed systems as listed in the always 

updated SAP note 2324106 “Business Process Improvement: required SAP notes for ST7.2 SP05 or 

higher”. 

3.2 Supported Web Browser 

The user interface technology used for Business Process Analytics as client-based web browser application 
is SAPUI5, see SAP Note 1716423 - SAPUI5 Browser Support for details. 

Please find the list of all tools of the Business Process Improvement Suite including the supported web 
browsers in chapter “Tools in Business Process Improvement Suite” of the documentation “Getting started 
with Business Process Improvement" which can be found on the SAP Wiki page 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab "Technical Information" -> 
Section "Howto" -> Getting started with Business Process Improvement. 

3.3 Required System Preparation 

In this sub chapter, you will find all one-time preparation tasks which are related to technical system 
administration and configuration in SAP Solution Manager.  

3.3.1 SAP Gateway and OData 

Business Process Analytics is using OData services in order to communicate with backend SAP Solution 
Manager for Analytics Object data collection and retrieval. In order to work properly, the SAP Gateway needs 
to be active in SAP Solution Manager and required OData services need a local SAP System Alias assigned. 

You can assign the SAP System Alias in the Customizing Implementation Guide for SAP Solution Manager 
which can be accessed via transaction SPRO → button "SAP Reference IMG" → expand node “SAP 
Customizing Implementation Guide”. 

• Navigate the following path to check if the SAP Gateway is active in SAP Solution Manager:                
expand "SAP NetWeaver" → “SAP Gateway” → “OData Channel” → “Configuration” → “Activate or 
Deactivate SAP Gateway” 

If the SAP Gateway is deactivated, please activate it after maintaining the mandatory configuration 
settings (https://help.sap.com/doc/saphelp_gateway20sp12). 

• Navigate the following path to check if already a local System Alias is defined for SAP Solution 
Manager: expand "SAP NetWeaver" → “SAP Gateway” → “OData Channel” → “Configuration” → 
“Connection Settings” → “SAP Gateway to SAP System” → “Manage SAP System Alias”. 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
https://help.sap.com/doc/saphelp_gateway20sp12
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Check for an entry in the displayed table with the following settings: 

o SAP System Alias: LOCAL_SM 

o Description: Local System Alias 

o Local GW: X 

o Local APP: X 

o RFC Destination: NONE 

o Software Version: DEFAULT 

If this entry is missing, create and maintain it, then save your changes. 

• Navigate the following path to maintain the System Alias for OData services: expand "SAP 
NetWeaver" → expand "Gateway" → expand "OData Channel" → expand "Administration" → 
expand "General Settings" → execute "Assign SAP System Aliases to OData Service". 

Maintain in the table for each of the following OData services a new entry containing in column 
"Service Doc. Identifier" the name of the service an in column “SAP System Alias” the technical 
name “LOCAL_SM”, then save your changes: 

AGS_AI_0001 

AGS_BPA_ADMIN_0001 

AGS_BPA_EXRATE_SETUP_SRV_0001 

AGS_BPA_GW_COMMON_SRV_0001 

AGS_BPA_GW_KPI_SRV_0001 

AGS_BPA_KPI_CATALOG_SRV_0001 

3.3.2 Service for KPI Catalog 

The KPI catalog for SAP Solution Manager is a cloud service offered by SAP. It contains the definitions, 
technical documentation and comprehensive descriptions of KPIs (key performance indicators) which are 
available to you in SAP Solution Manager, including those which are available in Business Process 
Analytics. The KPI Catalog is integrated in Business Process Analytics for KPI selection. 

Please make sure that in SAP Solution Manager Configuration (transaction SOLMAN_SETUP) that the 
synchronous connection to SAP Support Portal is configured completely without errors to access KPI catalog 
from SAP Solution Manager side: 

• Cross Scenario Configuration → Mandatory Configuration → System Preparation → Setup 
Connections to SAP (Support Hub - / RFC Connectivity) 

 

In order to make sure that the KPI Catalog is accessible to Business Process Analytics in SAP 
Solution Manager, please also verify in transaction SICF if its corresponding Internet Communication 
framework service with technical name “/sap/bc/bsp/sap/ags_common” is active. If it is inactive, 
please activate it from context menu. 
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3.3.3 BW Cube Activation 

Business Process Analytics uses for accessing historical Analytics Object data in continuous analysis mode 
the BPA Twin Cubes of the Business Improvement Suite. These Info Cubes are operating in BW component 
within SAP Solution Manager and need to be activated in a dedicated, one-time procedure before. 

Check with the help of the Business Process Improvement Administration Guide if BPA Twin-Cubes are 
already active in SAP Solution Manager, otherwise activate them as described. It can be found on the SAP 
Wiki page https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab "Technical 
Information" -> Section "Howto" -> Getting started with Business Process Improvement. 

3.3.4 Complete Solution Manager Setup scenarios 

In order to make sure the underlying architecture for Business Process Improvement work, please check if 
the following Guided Procedures in SAP Solution Manager Configuration (transaction SOLMAN_SETUP) are 
processed completely without errors: 

• Cross Scenario Configuration → Mandatory Configuration → Basic Configuration 

o Check if activity Setup Extractor Framework has been executed successfully 

 

• Cross Scenario Configuration → Managed Systems Configuration  

o Check if all relevant Managed Systems for usage with Business Process Analytics are 
configured 

o Align with SAP Solution Manager landscape management database (transaction LMDB) that 
all required RFC connections to managed systems are created (TMW for system user 
access, TRUSTED for dialog user access) 

o Check if all relevant Managed Systems are marked as diagnostic relevant 

 

• Business Process Operations → Basic BPO Configuration  

3.3.5 Initialize Standard Groups in Authorization Maintenance App 

Open the Authorization Maintenance App for Business Process Improvement once (start screen) so that the 
standard Key Figure Group, Authorization Group and Visibility Group for administrators are created 
automatically in background. This makes a further assignment of administrator authorization possible.  

See details in the Business Process Improvement Administration Guide on how to access the App. It can be 
found on the SAP Wiki page https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on 
tab "Technical Information" -> Section "SAP Solution Manager 7.2"  

 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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3.4 Assign Required Authorizations 

In this sub chapter, you will find a brief introduction on how to configure authorizations for Business Process 
Analytics in SAP Solution Manager. In order to understand in which manner access within the application 
can be restricted, please have a look at chapter Authorization Concept. 
 

3.4.1 System User in RFC connection to Managed System 

In order to make sure the data retrieval for Business Process Analytics can work properly, check for each 
relevant Managed Systems if the system user maintained in the TMW-RFC destination to it has the role 
SAP_MANAGED_BPOANA_ALL assigned and generated.  

3.4.2 Configurator and Dialog User in Business Process Analytics  

The authorization concept of Business Process Improvement in general distinguishes between two different 
type of users: 

- the Configurator User who can perform the fundamental configuration steps for Business Process 

Improvement and can see all business data as provided by the data collection and configuration of 

Business Process Improvement.  

- the Dialog User who has only restricted authorizations in terms of features and functions, and only has a 

limited view on business data (for example only data for certain company codes or purchasing 

organizations. 

In case you want to restrict the authorization of display users for this application (only in a later stage 
of your Business Process Improvement project), you will find a more detailed description of the roles 
and authorization objects specifically for Business Process Analytics in chapter “Roles overview” of 
the documentation “Authorization Concept for Business Process Improvement" which can be found 
on the SAP Wiki page https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on 
tab "General" -> section "General" -> Link name: "Authorization Concept for Business Process 
Improvement" 

 

The following roles and authorization objects (including some additional value extensions for certain 
authorization objects) are required for a configuration user in Business Process Improvement (SAP Best 
Practice is to start with this set of roles): 

• Required to enter Solution Manager Launchpad (tr. SM_WORKCENTER) 

o Role SAP_SMWORK_BPO: necessary to see BPO tabs in SM_WORKCENTER 

o SAP_BC_WEBSERVICE_CONSUMER: needed for SM_WORKCENTER and to display 

Dependency Diagrams 

here authorization object S_SERVICE needs field SRV_TYPE extended by value 'HT'. 

• Needed to create Solution and Logical Component Groups in Solution Administration and to 

maintain Solution Documentation: 

o Role SAP_SM_SL_ADMIN 

o Authorization Object S_SMDDOC:   

▪ ACTVT = 70 

o Authorization Object S_DEVELOP: 

▪ ACTVT = 01, 02 03, 06 

▪ DEVCLASS = * 

▪ OBJNAME = * 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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▪ OBJTYPE = ECSD 

▪ P_GROUP = * 

o Authorization Object SM_SUTMNGT 

▪ ACTVT = 60 

▪ LC_NAME   = * 

▪ SDC_NAME = * 

• Required for Solution Documentation in order to maintain analytics objects 

o Role SAP_SYSTEM_REPOSITORY_DIS 

o Role SAP_SETUP_DSWP_BPM 

• Required specifically for tools in Business Process Improvement Suite: 

o Role SAP_BI_E2E_BPO: needed to display data in Business Process Improvement Suite 

provided by BPA Twin Cubes for Business Process Improvement 

o Role SAP_SM_BPOANA_ALL General role in order to configure and administer Business 

Process Improvement 

here authorization object SM_BPM_ANA needs the following field value extensions: 

▪ ANALYTFUNC =  * 

▪ APP_AREA     =  * 

▪ BPM_OBJECT =  * 

▪ SYSCLNT       =  * 

o Role SAP_SM_DASHBOARDS_ADMIN Needed to configure and display BPO Dashboards 

and Dependency Diagrams 

o Role SAP_SM_BPOIMP_ALL Needed to configure and display Business Process Analytics 

and Automation Rate Cockpit 

• (Optional, but sometimes helpful): Basic authorizations to check and maintain the SAP Solution 

Manager Configuration (transaction SOLMAN_SETUP) 

o Role SAP_SV_SOLUTION_MANAGER 

o SAP_SOLMAN_DIRECTORY_ADMIN 

• In the managed system(s), the user needs the role SAP_MANAGED_BPOANA_ALL assigned for 

accessing the Detail List analysis functionality in Business Process Analytics 
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4 CONFIGURING BUSINESS PROCESS ANALYTICS  

This chapter provides a brief overview about how Business Process Analytics in SAP Solution Manager as 
part of the Business Process Improvement Suite can be configured for productive usage and how this 
configuration is done. We start with short glance at its architecture to understand the concept of Business 
Process Analytics in context of SAP Solution Manager.  

4.1  Architecture  

Company’s core business processes can today be distributed across various systems in a heterogenous 
landscape such as ERP, CRM and EWM. In order to analyze and optimize these business processes, users 
need a central system that is connected to all involved systems and provides appropriate functionality for 
data analysis in context of business processes. This central system is SAP Solution Manager with Business 
Process Analytics as part of the Business Process Improvement Suite. SAP Solution Manager (as a 
managing system) can collect business data with pre-defined Analytics Objects (also named KPIs) for 
different parts of business processes from these systems (also called managing systems). This makes data 
centrally available for analysis in Business Process Analytics in an easy and compact manner.   

The collected data is stored for historical trending and benchmarking in SAP Solution Managers internal 
Business Warehouse (BPA Twin Cubes available in BW) in an aggregated way with automatic housekeeping 
available to safeguard data volume and performance. 

The architecture consists of two main parts. The first part covers data retrieval from managed system to SAP 
Solution Manager (BW based as well as ad-hoc) and doing analytics on it. The second part covers alerting 
based on BW data which can be executed after data is available – and helps to monitor trends in Analytics 
Objects data.   

4.1.1 Data Retrieval and Analytics 

The configuration of data retrieval for continuous analysis in Business Process Analytics is performed in 
Solution Documentation within SAP Solution Manager in Business Process Improvement scenario. It 
specifies what data (Analytics Objects) is collected, how often, and from which systems. According to this 
setup, the Infrastructure schedules and executes the specified data collectors on the managed systems.  

 

 

 

On the managed system, the data collectors will be executed (basically a KPI specific collection of SQL 
statements on application tables), and the results of the data collection will be stored in the Analytics Store 
as a Detail List. The Analytics Store consists of two parts. One part is the BW Delta Queue, which is supplied 
with the result of the data collection run for later retrieval by SAP Solution Manager. The BW Delta Queue 
contains semi-aggregated data (aggregation is based on the selected group-by parameters in KPI 
configuration) that is later used for Benchmarking and Trend Analysis. This data remains in the BW Delta 
Queue until it is successfully stored into the BPA Twin Cubes after retrieval with Extraction Framework.  
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SAP Solution Manager contains a general framework for the extraction of data from the managed system to 
its BW. This framework is called Extraction Framework (EFWK). It picks up data from the BW Delta Queue 
on the managed system via RFC calls and stores it directly in the BPA Twin Cubes. 

The other part is a Detail List which (in contrast to the BW Delta Queue) contains only the result of the most 
recent collector run. If a collector run produces a new Detail List, the list from the previous run is overwritten. 
The Detail List contains non-aggregated data that is used for specific analysis functions. 

Analytics is done in the Business Process Analytics Application on SAP Solution Manager. Business Process 
Analytics merges data from BW with data from the Detail List in the Analytics Store on the managed system. 
Based on this data, Benchmarking, Trend Analysis, Age Analysis, Automatic Pattern recognition, Process 
Flow Analysis, Usage Analysis, as well as Detail Analysis can be performed.   

 

One-time data analysis does not require any pre-defined configuration. In this case, specific data (Analytics 
Objects) is selected by an ad-hoc configuration in Business Process Analytics and directly collected from 
managed system without a scheduling process. The data collector is directly executed in the managed 
system and returns the Detail List with non-aggregated data. No information is stored in the BW. 

4.1.2 Alerting based on Analytics data 

Alerting can be used to monitor trends in Analytics Objects – in order to be informed if specific thresholds are 
met – or not. The setup for alerting based on the BW Analytics Objects data from Business Process 
Analytics is performed in SAP Solution Manager. Alerting is only possible for Analytics Objects with 
configured continuous data collection within Business Process Analytics – as their data must be available in 
BPA Twin Cubes, no separate data collection is triggered. 

In contrast to the setup for the data collection for Business Process Analytics, the setup for alerting is not 
performed for a specific system but for a business process step. The setup includes which Analytics Objects 
should be monitored for which business process step and the maintainable thresholds for rating a green, 
yellow or red status for actual measured values. The reason for that is, that in case of an alert the business 
impact needs to be visible immediately. However, in SAP Solution Manager, a business process step is 
always linked to a system and therefore it is clear which managed system was the source for the data in BW. 
In other words, the setup for alerting is done for a business process step (e.g. create sales order) on a 
managed system (e.g. ERP), even if the data that is used for alerting is already stored on the SAP Solution 
Manager internal SAP BW within BPA Twin Cubes for Business Process Analytics.   

If new data for an Analytics Object that has been selected for alerting arrives in the SAP Solution Manager 
internal BW, it is checked if the thresholds for the key figure in question have been exceeded according to 
their configuration in the key figure setup. If this happened, a yellow or a red alert is raised. Otherwise, a 
green measurement indicates that everything is okay. The check is performed on the BPA Twin Cubes 
storing KPI data for Business Process Analytics via the Business Process Monitoring infrastructure that 
triggers alerting and finally stores the alert in the Alert Inbox within Business Process Monitoring. 
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The advantage of this architecture from a performance and configuration point of view is only one data 
collection run is required on the managed system. The load on the managed system is reduced. On the other 
hand, the collection runs for alerting on BW Analytics Object data can be performed very efficient due to the 
architecture of the used BPA Twin Cubes.    

 

For a detailed description on how to set up and use Alerting based on BW data, please have a look at the 
setup guide for Business Process Monitoring. It can be found on the SAP Wiki page 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Monitoring. 

4.2 Setup Business Process Analytics Objects 

You can work in Business Process Analytics on data provided in two different ways.  

Data which is collected for continuous analysis with pre-configured Analytics Objects (also named KPIs) 
collecting data from specific managed systems according to a defined scheduling schema and which store 
their results.  

Data which is collected for one-time analysis ad-hoc within the application, as data collection is triggered 
after selection of target managed system, suitable key figure and applying specific filter criteria without a 
previous configuration. 

The main difference between the two ways of accessing data for analysis is that the continuous collection 
offers you the possibility to have trending analysis available for key figures as historical data is stored in SAP 
Solution Manager. 

If you would like to schedule pre-configured Analytics Objects for Business Process Analytics, you can find a 
detailed description on how to set up the data collection for Business Process Improvement" in chapter 
“Setup Data Collection for Business Process Improvement “ of the documentation “Getting started with 
Business Process Improvement" which can be found on the SAP Wiki page 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab "General" -> section 
"General" -> Link name: " Getting started with Business Process Improvement". 

4.3 Setup Virtual Characteristics 
 
Each Analytics Object which can be used in Business Process Analytics has an own, specific set of 
characteristics assigned which can be used for filtering, sorting, slicing & dicing or drill down within its 
application, like sales organization, plant, etc. This set of available characteristics is a subset of the fields 
within the application tables queried upon data collection for the key figure. 
 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Monitoring
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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Sometimes, it would be beneficial for you to define characteristics which you already use in your 
organization/your company and which might no be part of the standard SAP data model in your managed 
systems and could hence not be available in the key figure specific characteristics, as no representation in 
the application data exists. Examples in this context could be the region, marketing channel, etc. 
 
In Business Process Analytics, you can define for pre-configured Analytics Objects virtual characteristics to 
fill this gap, the only pre-requisite for this assignment is the requirement that each characteristic value of an 
virtual characteristic can be mapped consistently to an existing real characteristic in the Analytics Object, for 
example to relate a specific region to a company code. 
 

If you would like to use virtual characteristics in context of Business Process Analytics, please have a look at 
the Setup Guide for Virtual Characteristics, it can be found on the SAP Wiki page 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab "SAP Solution manager 
7.2". 
 

4.4 Configure Master Data Loading 

Analytics Object data which is available in Business Process Analytics can display values of its 
characteristics in two different ways, as key or description. For example, you can access the information of a 
sales organization as key “0001” or as description “Sales Germany”. These descriptions are referred in 
Business Process Analytics (and in the whole Business Improvement Suite) as master data. The data 
collection of Analytical Objects does not include collection of descriptions/master data, as they are language 
dependent.  

If you want to use descriptions/master data instead of the key information, you need to configure for each 
characteristic (once for all usages in all key figures) a dedicated loading process in which they are 
loaded/updated within a specific schedule and with specific languages. 

You can find a detailed description on how to configure master data loading for characteristics in the Setup 
Guide for Business Process Improvement Administration. It can be found on the SAP Wiki page 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab "SAP Solution manager 
7.2". 

 

4.5 Configure Exchange Rate Provider 

In Business Process Analytics, you can analyze the monetary values of documents within a Analytics Object 
based data collection. In order to handle different currencies in a consist way, an Exchange Rate Provider as 
source for required exchange rates as basis for calculation for a target currency for analysis is required. 

Please select and configure an Exchange Rate Provide for Business Process Analytics (and the Business 
Process Improvement Suite) with the help of the Setup Guide for Business Process Improvement 
Administration. It can be found on the SAP Wiki page 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab "SAP Solution manager 
7.2". 

 

 

 
 
  

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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5 USING BUSINESS PROCESS ANALYTICS 

This chapter describes how you can access the new SAPUI5 based Business Process Analytics (first 
shipped with SAP Solution Manager support package 10) and how you can work with it. This application is 
sometimes called “Unified Analytics” as it unites the features from the classic Business Process Analytics 
(based on stored Info Cube data and with Web Dynpro application technology) and the Ad-hoc Business 
Process Analytics (where data is collected and analyzed ad-hoc in a one-time manner). 

In this document we will mainly use the term Business Process Analytics. 

5.1  How to access Business Process Analytics 

You can access Business Process Analytics via the corresponding tile in the SAP Solution Manager 
Launchpad (transaction SM_WORKCENTER) in the area of Business Process Improvement. 

 

 

In order to see the “Business Process Improvement” area in the SAP Solution Manager Launchpad 
your user ID needs to have the role SAP_SMWORK_BPO (or equivalent assigned).  

 

 

Do not click on the tile “Business Process Analytics – Classic” as this will lead you to the SAP Web 
Dynpro technology based Business Process Analytics that was introduced with SAP Solution Manager 
support package 3. 

 

5.2 KPI Selection View 

After you clicked on the “Business Process Analytics” tile in the SAP Solution Manager Launchpad, you 
access the selection screen of Business Process Analytics. In this screen, you only have to make two 
choices 

1) From which system/client do you want to collect data? 

2) Which of the ~1.000 available key figures shall be executed and analyzed? 

 

 

 

1. Select system/client from drop-down list 

2. Click “Select Key Figure” 
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In case that you do not see your system/client combination of interest, then somebody with sufficient 
administrator authorization has to access the tile “Business Process Improvement – Administration”, 
go to “Data Source Manager” and assign the missing system/client combination to the 
BPM_HANA_SUITE connector.  

 

After you clicked on “Select Key Figure”, you navigate into the KPI catalog. There you can either perform a 
free-text search or use the different attributes for filtering in order to find your key figure of interest. Once you 
found it, e.g. Overdue open items FI-AR (customer items), you can mark it and confirm your selection. 

 

 

The KPI catalog can also be accessed stand-alone for pure browsing purposes via 
https://go.support.sap.com/kpicatalog. This requires an S-user or P-user ID for login. 

 

After you confirmed the selected key figure, you navigate back to the initial selection screen. This screen 
comprises not a new lower section which is divided into “Continuous Analysis” and “One-Time Analysis” 
which will be described in the following two sections. 

1. Mark key figure of interest 

2. Click “Confirm Selection” 

https://go.support.sap.com/kpicatalog
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5.2.1 Continuous Analysis 

If you selected a key figure (see previous section) for which at least one configuration was activated 
previously, i.e. data should be collected continuously and should be stored in an Info Cube, then you will see 
all active key figure instances in the “Continuous Analysis” section of the selection view. 

You can then mark one or several of those instances and execute the analysis. 

 

  

 

2. Click “Execute Analysis” 

1. Mark key figure instance of interest 
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Before you click on “Execute Analysis”, no check is performed if stored Info Cube data is available for 
the selected timeframe. It is only checked if a key figure was activated or not. Hence you might also 
need to change the selected “Analysis Timeframe” to find stored data for analysis.  

You can also mark more than one key figure. The analysis is then applied to both IDs in parallel, even 
if the different IDs are collected from different system client combinations. Hence a cross-system 
analysis or comparison is possible. 

 

Be aware of the following: In case that active key figure instances exist for different system client 
combinations, then all of them are shown on the selection screen and can be marked in order to 
perform a cross-system analysis like mentioned above. But if no cross-system analysis is performed, 
then only those IDs can be executed successfully where the system client information fits to the 
system client that was initially selected. Other IDs can be selected but cannot be executed for 
analysis. 

 

The application looks for stored Info Cube data within the selected Analysis Timeframe when the “Execute 
Analysis” button was clicked and as soon as the data is found and retrieved, the KPI Analysis View can be 
used as explained in section 5.3. 

 

The Analysis Timeframe follows a different logic dependent on the respective KPI category that is 
executed.  

o For Throughput and Automation Rate key figures the respective document is stored under its 
creation date within the Info Cube. Hence the Analysis Timeframe reads how many documents 
were created in this timeframe. 

o For Lead Time key figures the results are stored under the date when the finishing step of the 
calculated lead time is executed, e.g. the lead time from FI-AR item creation to clearing is stored 
under the clearing date. Hence the Analysis Timeframe reads how many documents were finished 
in this timeframe. 

o For all other key figures (especially of type backlog) the results are stored under the date of data 
collection. The Analysis Timeframe is then mainly relevant for Trend Analysis (see chapter 5.3.1.2). 
Other than this the Business Process Analytics checks within the selected timeframe if at least one 
data collection result is available, and if more than one exists, then the latest (most recent) one is 
considered for analysis. 

 

5.2.2 One-Time Analysis 

If you selected a key figure (see chapter Error! Reference source not found.) for which no configuration 
was activated so far or you would like to execute the same key figure with a different parameter selection, 
then you can use the “One-Time Analysis”.  
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The “One-Time Analysis” triggers a data collection on the managed system as soon as the “Execute 
Analysis” button was clicked and as soon as the data is retrieved, the KPI Analysis View can be used as 
explained in the next section. 

5.3 Analysis View 

After clicking on “Execute Analysis” (either coming from the “Continuous Analysis” described in Error! 
Reference source not found. or the “One-Time Analysis” described in Error! Reference source not 
found.) you are automatically navigated towards the “Analysis View”. This view is divided into three sections: 

1) Analytical Functions 

2) Filter 

3) Chart / Detail 

1. Click “One-Time Analysis” 

2. Set some selection parameters if wanted 

3. Click “Execute Analysis” 
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These three sections will be described in more detail in the following sub-chapters. 

 

Besides the three big sections on the screen there is also some information icon that you can click at 
any time in order to get some technical information. You see the technical identifier of the key figure, 
that is also used during the setup of other Business Process Improvement applications (e.g. the 
Business Process Operations Dashboards or Dependency Diagrams). This identifier can be also 
used for a search in the KPI catalog. You also find in this information section the KPI category how it 
is displayed in the catalog and also the technical category, that defines different behavior in the 
respective Business Process Improvement application. The data source indicates if you came from 
the Continuous Analysis screen (see section 5.2.1), when it says “BW based Analysis” or if you 

came from the One-Time Analysis screen (see section 5.2.2), when it says “AdHoc Analysis”. In 
case that you came from the Continuous Analysis screen, then also the corresponding Analysis 
Timeframe is displayed (please see chapter 5.2.1 regarding the different meanings of the Analysis 
Timeframe depending on the KPI category). 

 

5.3.1 Analytical Functions 

The “Analytical Functions” section allows you to toggle between the different “Analytical Functions” that are 
available depending on the analysis type and key figure category at hand. This UI section also displays an 
overall result  

- In the default unit of a key figure (like items or documents selected, or automation rate, or lead time 
in days etc.)  

-  In one selected target currency if the respective key figure supports the monetary value display 

 

Analytical Functions Section 

Filter Section 

Chart / Detail Section 
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The Business Process Analytics does not only provide two different kinds of analysis executions (the 
“Continuous Analysis” in section Error! Reference source not found. and the “One-Time Analysis” in 
section Error! Reference source not found.) but it also supports different kinds of key figure categories and 
types. The following tables give you some idea when you can expect which Analytical Function to be 
available. 

The One-Time Analysis does not support the Info Cube based functions like ‘Benchmarking’ and ‘Trend 
Analysis’ 

 

Analytical Function \ Execution Mode Continuous Analysis One-Time Analysis 

Benchmarking X  

Trend Analysis X  

Advanced Benchmarking X X 

Age Analysis X X 

Detail Analysis X X 

Automatic Pattern Recognition X X 

Process Progress Analysis X X 

Usage Distribution Analysis X X 

 

 

Analytical Function \ KPI 
category 

Throughput Backlog  Exception Lead Time 

Benchmarking X X X X 

Trend Analysis X X X X 

Advanced Benchmarking X X X X 

Age Analysis  X X  

Detail Analysis X X X X 

Automatic Pattern Recognition X X X X 

Process Progress Analysis     

Usage Distribution Analysis     

 
 

Analytical Function \ KPI 
category 

Automation 
Rate 

Changes Master Data & 
Business 
Goal Area 
‘Reduce 

complexity’ 

Process 
Progress 

 

Benchmarking X X X X 

Trend Analysis X X X X 
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Advanced Benchmarking X X X X 

Age Analysis     

Detail Analysis X X X X 

Automatic Pattern Recognition X X X X 

Process Progress Analysis    X 

Usage Distribution Analysis   X  

 

The different Analytical Functions and their intent are explained in more detail in the following sub-sections. 

5.3.1.1 Benchmarking (only for Continuous Analysis) 

The Benchmarking function is based on aggregated Info Cube data and is hence only available for 
“Continuous Analysis” (see section Error! Reference source not found.). The idea of this function is to 
provide some internal benchmark and compare document types and organizational units with each other per 
key figure. Only those characteristics are available for analysis that were marked as “group by” fields when 
the respective key figure was activated in the Solution Documentation. 

The Benchmarking function is available for all key figure categories as this is the most basic function to start 
an analysis. 

For backlog key figures the latest available data record of the selected time frame is displayed and analyzed. 
For throughput, automation rate or lead time key figures the roll-up of all records within the selected time 
frame is displayed and analyzed. 

5.3.1.2 Trend Analysis (only for Continuous Analysis) 

The Trend Analysis function is based on aggregated Info Cube data and is hence only available for 
“Continuous Analysis” (see section Error! Reference source not found.). The idea of this function is to 
provide some historic trend information in order to see if certain key figures improve or get worse. Only those 
characteristics are available for analysis that were marked as “group by” fields when the respective key 
figure was activated in the Solution Documentation. 

The Trend Analysis function is available for all key figure categories in order to provide some progress 
reporting. 

For backlog key figures the latest available data record of the selected time frame is displayed and analyzed. 
For throughput, automation rate or lead time key figures the roll-up of all records within the selected time 
frame is displayed and analyzed. 

5.3.1.3 Advanced Benchmarking 

The Advanced Benchmarking function is based on the last available data collection data and is available for 
all key figure categories. The functionality idea is basically the same as for the Benchmarking to provide 
some internal benchmarking. While the technical performance might be worse compared to the 
Benchmarking the analysis capabilities are typically much higher as the underlying data is not aggregated. 
Where the Benchmarking does “only” allow to compare document types and organizational units like 
company code, sales organizations or plant, the Advanced Benchmarking can also compare on a more 
granular level like material, customer, vendor etc. if the respective key figure provides this information. Every 
column available in the Detail List (see 0) can be used for comparison. 

5.3.1.4 Age Analysis 

The Age Analysis function is based on the last available data collection data and is available for backlog and 
exception key figures, i.e. transactional data that is not (properly) processed and possibly overdue for 
processing. Those key figures have a fixed reference date respectively (e.g. planned goods issue data, 
planned billing data or net due date). The age analysis provides an evaluation if those transactional 
documents were supposed to be processed within the last couple months or years or if the planned 
processing is already many years ago. See chapter Error! Reference source not found. regarding the 
corresponding visualization. 
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5.3.1.5 Detail List Analysis 

The Detail List Analysis is simply showing the row data stored with the last available data collection and is 
hence available for all key figure categories.  

5.3.1.6 Automatic Pattern Recognition 

The Automatic Pattern Recognition function is based on the last available data collection data and is 
available for all key figure categories. The practical challenge over the past years was always that you might 
have 20 to 60 different columns/characteristics available for analysis for some respective key figure. Hence it 
can be time-consuming to manually check for root cause patterns across all possible characteristic value 
combinations via the Advanced Benchmarking.  

Hence the Automatic Pattern Recognition is provided where some algorithm takes over this tasks and 
checks “all” characteristic value combinations (depending on some set parameter value) in the background 
and highlights patterns with a significant share (also depending on some set parameter) of the overall result. 
For more details see chapter Error! Reference source not found.. 

5.3.1.7 Process Progress Analysis 

The Process Progress Analysis function is based on the last available data collection data and is only 
available for key figures of category “Process Progress” which were first shipped with ST-A/PI 01T support 
package 2. 

The idea for those key figures is to use them as a starting point for further in-depth analysis with other key 
figures. The “Process Progress” key figures take certain documents or items that should flow (according to 
corresponding customizing) through certain process milestones. The visualization described in chapter 
Error! Reference source not found. shows then how many process instances  

- Ran through a certain process flow 

- Got stuck at certain process milestones 

- Ran from one step to another in which cycle time 

5.3.1.8 Usage Distribution Analysis 

The Usage Distribution Analysis function is based on the last available data collection data and is only 
available for key figures of category “Master Data” and assigned Business Goal Area ‘Reduce complexity’. 

 

The logic for all usage key figures in all application areas has been changed with ST-A/PI 01T support 
package 2. The measured value is since then returning the actual number of usages within a given 
time frame and no longer the number of configured objects.  

 

The motivation usage key figures are twofold. On the one hand you want to know how many (customer-
specific) objects are configured, which are not or no longer used and hence could be cleaned-up and 
removed from a system or at least should not be taken over into a new system. On the other hand, you want 
to know if some objects (e.g. document types for a global process template) that should be used, are really 
used in all organizational areas to track some template adherence. 

As all the “Analytical Functions” mentioned above to only deal with one measured value at a time, it was so 
far always difficult to analyze usage key figures properly within Business Process Analytics. The new Usage 
Distribution Analysis with its chart display (see chapter Error! Reference source not found.) provides now 
both information (number of configured objects and number of usages) in one combined view. 
 

5.3.2 Using the Filter Section 

In chapter Error! Reference source not found. you learned about the different Analytical Functions and 
their respective purposes and capabilities. One main difference is that some Analytical Functions are based 
on aggregated data in the Info Cube and some Analytical Functions are based on the last available data 
collection data. Independent of the key figure and the Analytical Function you will always have the Filter 
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Section available as part of the Analysis View. This Filter Section will be described in more detail in the 
following sub-chapters. 

 

 

The main purpose of the filter section is the 

• Break-out of data according to different characteristics like document types or organizational units 

• Filtering on specific characteristic values or value combinations  
 

5.3.2.1 Add / delete characteristic 
 
When you start the analysis of one key figure, then you will initially only see one characteristic, which is one 
of the selected group by fields during the data collection configuration (see chapter Error! Reference 
source not found.). If you want to add some other characteristic to the filter section, then you click on the 
“add filter” icon. 
 

 
 

The list of available characteristics that can be added is depending on the Analytical Function that you 
have currently active. You either see only group by fields available in the Info Cube or you see all 
columns that are part of the detail list.  

 

Click here to get a list of available characteristics that can be added 
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You can repeat these steps so often until you have all characteristics displayed in the active area, that you 
want to use for an in-depth analysis. 
If you have chosen a characteristic by mistake or if you want to have less characteristics in the active area, 
then you can delete the respective characteristic again as shown below. 
 

 
 

Deleting a characteristic only means that it is no longer visible in the active area. The characteristic as 
such is still available and when you add a characteristic you will see all previously deleted ones again 
available for selection. 

 

5.3.2.2 Select / deselect characteristic values 
 
If you want to focus your analysis just on certain aspects, then you can just select one or several 
characteristic values in each of the added characteristic boxes. In the example below we are only interested 
in two document types with posting key ‘01’ and for one company code ‘FR01’. 
 

Select the characteristic of interest that you want to add 

Click the trash can icon to remove the 
respective characteristic form the active area  
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The filters are applied from left to right, i.e. if you select or deselect something in a characteristic box on the 
left, then all characteristic boxes to the right are filtered accordingly and the overall result is also filtered 
accordingly. 
 

 
 
If you click on a selected characteristic value a second time, then it is deselected again. 
 
If you hold the shift button on your keyboard and select two characteristic values, then the entire range of 
characteristic values between the first and last selected value are selected as well. 
 

If you click in the upper left corner of a characteristic box, then you can select or deselect all visible 
characteristic value entries at once. This is especially interesting if you work with complex filters (see 
chapter 5.3.2.4) like a top or bottom n filter. 

 

 
 
 

Click into the upper left corner to select 
or deselect all characteristic values 
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5.3.2.3 Change the sequence of characteristics 
 
In the previous chapter 5.3.2.2 it was already mentioned that the filtering is always applied from left to right. 
Hence the sequence of the characteristic boxes makes a difference. If you want to change this sequence 
and start your analysis with the company code first, the document type second and the posting key third, 
then you can use the blue left and right arrows to shift boxes around, e.g. shift the company code box two 
times to the left. 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

The sequence of characteristics is especially important if you apply complex filters (see next chapter 
5.3.2.4) like filtering on top n, e.g. it makes typically a difference whether you first filter on top 3 
company codes and then on some document type or if your first filter on a document type and then on 
the top 3 remaining company codes.  

 

Click the left arrow to change 
position with the posting key box 

Click the left arrow again to change 
position with the document type box 

Although the overall value is still 19 items, 
one can see now that no document type ‘RV’ 
is part of the result for company code ‘FR01’ 
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5.3.2.4 Apply complex filter to characteristic 
 
If you have many tens, hundreds or even thousands of different characteristic values (e.g. plants, materials 
customers), then it might be cumbersome to look of specific entries with the means described so far in this 
document. Hence every characteristics box allows to apply complex filters in order to find the characteristic 
values of interest. 
You apply such a complex filter by clicking on the filter icon first. 
 

 
 
In the complex filter UI, you can then define on which Filter Dimension you want to apply one or several filter: 

• Identifier is the technical identifier of a characteristic value, e.g. company code ‘0001’ 

• Text is the descriptive text of the respective identifier, e.g. ‘IHC Company Code’ 

• Number of Documents is the measured value in the key figure specific unit 

• Monetary Value is only available for key figures where document values exist in a certain currency 
 
If you want to find some specific company code, plant or document type or want to find all that follow a 
certain pattern (e.g. your organizational units all have a 2-digit prefix identifying a country, then you would 
choose Identifier as Filter Dimension. 
 

 
 
In the next step you select one Filter Option that you want to apply on the Filter Dimension. 
 

Click here to access the complex filter UI 

Select the Filter Dimension on 
which you want to apply some filter 
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The chosen Filter Dimension defines which Filter Options can be selected and which are not active for 
selection.  

 
If you would like to filter on one single company code as an example, then you would select the Filter Option 
‘equals’ and maintain the concrete company code (e.g. ‘0001’) as Filter Value. 
If you would like to filter on company codes with a certain prefix, then you would select the Filter Option 
‘contains’ and enter a Filter Value with wildcard like ‘KA*’ 
 
 

 
 
After clicking on the ‘OK’ button the defined filter is applied and only characteristic values that meet the 
defined criteria are displayed. In order to select now the entries of interest you either select one entry after 
the other or you use the box in the upper left corner to select all entries that were filtered. 
 

 
 
You can remove a filter again when you click again on the filter icon, select the filter criteria, click on the trash 
can icon and click ‘OK’. 
 

The (visibility) filter is removed but the selection of characteristic values remains the same of course.  

1. Select the Filter Option you want to apply 

2. Enter a Filter Value 

3. Click ‘OK’ 

Click here if you want to select all filtered entries. 

The dark blue color indicates that a filter is active 
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Another important example for filtering is the following. You want to identify those characteristic values (e.g. 
company codes) with the highest measured value. For this you choose Number of Documents (or Monetary 
Value if available and wanted) as Filter Dimension and top n as Filter Option. If you then enter ‘4’ as Filter 
Value and hit ‘OK’, then you would see only the top 4 company codes with the highest measured values. 
 

2.  Mark filter(s) for deletion 

3.  Click trash can 

4.  Click ‚OK‘ 

1.  Click on filter again 

Although all company codes are visible 
again only the ‘KA*’ ones are selected. 
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It is also possible to create more than one filter at a time.  
 
 

Complex filters are then combined and processed in the sequence from top to bottom. 
 
In the example below we first filter out all company codes that contain ‘KA*’ as identifier (i.e. we use contains 
not as Filter Option) and from the remaining company codes we only want to see the top 5 company codes 
according to the number of items (measured value). 
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You can of course combine the complex filtering from this chapter and the sorting described in the 
following chapter 5.3.2.5. 

 

5.3.2.5 Sort within a characteristic box 
 
Besides filtering within a given characteristics box (described in the previous chapter 5.3.2.4), it might be 
also useful to sort the entries within a box differently. Every box is sorted descending according to the 
respective measured value per default. If you want to sort ascending instead or want to sort for a different 
column like the Identifier or Text, you can do so by clicking on the sort icon and defining the sort rule 
accordingly. 
 

Click this icon to add more 
filters 
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Let us assume you want to sort the company codes from ‘0001’ to ‘VN02’, then you would change the Sort 
Method from Descending to Ascending and Sort by to Identifier instead of Measured Value. 
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Once you hit ‘OK’ the new sort rule is applied, and the box sorted accordingly. 
 

 
  
 
 

You can of course combine the complex filtering from chapter 5.3.2.4 and the sorting described in 
this chapter. 
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5.3.3 Using the Chart / Detail Section 

5.3.3.1 Benchmarking (only for Continuous Analysis) 

The Benchmarking chart is always a stacked column chart and visualizes the selection made in the Filter 
section (see chapter Error! Reference source not found.) for up to two dimensions. The first dimension is 
displayed on the horizontal x-axis and the second dimension is displayed via different colors. 

 
 
  

5.3.3.2 Trend Analysis (only for Continuous Analysis) 

The Trend Analysis chart is always a line chart and visualizes the selection made in the Filter section (see 
chapter Error! Reference source not found.) with one time dimension (you can chose between day, week, 
month, year) and a second dimension. The time dimension is displayed on the horizontal x-axis and the 
second dimension is displayed via different colors. 

 

 

5.3.3.3 Advanced Benchmarking 

The Advanced Benchmarking chart is (like the Benchmarking chart) always a stacked column chart and 
visualizes the selection made in the Filter section (see chapter Error! Reference source not found.) for up 
to two dimensions. The first dimension is displayed on the horizontal x-axis and the second dimension is 
displayed via different colors. While the Benchmarking only allows certain “group by” fields as dimension, the 
Advanced Benchmarking allows all columns from the Detail List to be selected (also see 5.3.1.3). 

One time-dimension and one dimension for free-selection 
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5.3.3.4 Age Analysis 

The Age Analysis chart is (like the Advanced Benchmarking chart) always a stacked column chart where the 
first dimension is fixed on a certain reference date defined for the respective key figure (in the example below 
the ‘net due date’) and is displayed on the horizontal x-axis. For the first (time) dimension you can choose 
whether the data should be displayed in yearly, monthly or even weekly buckets. For the second dimension 
the Age Analysis allows all columns from the Detail List to be selected (also see 5.3.1.3). and is displayed via 
different colors.  

 

5.3.3.5 Detail List Analysis 

The Detail List Analysis shows the result list in a tabular format. Only the “remaining” data is shown, that fits 
to the selection made in the Filter Section described in chapter Error! Reference source not found.. When 
you select the Detail List icon you will see the result list as part of the SAPUI5 UI within SAP Solution 
Manager. Every click/selection in the Filter Section (chapter Error! Reference source not found.) updates 
the result list immediately. 

The Year/Month/Week selection is based on the 
reference date that is fixed in the first dimension. 
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Alternatively, you can click on the navigation icon within the Detail List and get the same result list displayed 
in the SAP GUI within the managed system (e.g. SAP ECC or SAP S/4HANA). The SAP GUI list is filtered 
according to the filter setting at the time when you click on the icon. Every click in the Filter Section (chapter 
Error! Reference source not found.) afterwards is then no longer reflected in this list. The advantage of the 
later list display is the quick navigation from one document into the next as you do not have to log on from 
SAP Solution Manager to the managed system whenever you want to display a single document of interest. 

 

 

If you click on the download icon on the right, then the entire detail list (ignoring applied filters) is downloaded 
to a CSV file and can be then distributed. This is especially useful if you want to create work packages for 
the respective subject matter expert who should work on the findings. 

5.3.3.6 Automatic Pattern Recognition 

The Automatic Pattern Recognition is automatically evaluating all characteristics from the last available detail 
list. Before executing the Automatic Pattern Recognition, you keep or change two parameters 

1) You define a threshold value where the default is 25%. Therefore, only if a pattern contains more 
than 25% of documents or items compared to the overall count, then the pattern will be kept in the 
result list. In our example a pattern must make up for more than 57.250 customer items (25% of 
229.200) to be kept. 

2) You define how many characteristics (out of all characteristics in the detail list) are combined with 
each other (permutations) at maximum. The default value is 6. 

When clicking on this icon the same detail list is 
shown in SAPGUI on the managed system 
instead of SAPUI5 in the SAP Solution Manager. 

When clicking on this icon the entire 
detail list is downloaded to a CSV file 
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Depending on the size of the detail list (number of rows as part of the result and number of 
characteristics as columns in the detail list) it might happen that the automatic algorithm might time-
out. Both parameters above have an impact on the runtime of the algorithm.  
- The higher the ‘threshold value in %’, the more characteristics are sorted out and hence the less 

must be checked and the faster the algorithm.   
- The smaller the ‘Number of Characteristics’, the less characteristic value combinations need to be 

checked and the faster the algorithm. 
 
 
After you clicked on the ‘Execute’ button, the algorithm will be executed and checks the entire detail list for 
patterns that meet the defined criteria. When the processing is done you get a sorted result list where those 
patterns are displayed first with the highest found dimension, i.e. how many different characteristics 
combined still lie above the defined threshold. This dimension cannot be larger than the parameter ‘Number 
of Characteristics’. If more than one pattern was found with the same number of characteristics (dimension), 
then the different patterns are sorted descending based on the reached percentage share. At most 10 
patterns are displayed per dimension. 
 
You should review the identified patterns and check if anything interesting or surprising pops-up which 
deserves some more in-depth analysis with the help of other Analytical Functions like Advanced 
Benchmarking (see chapter Error! Reference source not found.).  

 

 

Adjust the threshold value or number of 
characteristics and click on ‘Execute’. 
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5.3.3.7 Process Progress Analysis 

As described in chapter Error! Reference source not found., the Process Progress icon is only available 
for key figures of category “Process Progress” which were first shipped with ST-A/PI 01T support package 2. 

 

The visualized process flow and its milestones are fixed per key figure. The box in the upper left corner 
shows the analyzed time frame and provides the information how many documents or items (in the example 
below sales order items) were identified to run through the pre-defined process flow (based on evaluated 
customizing settings). The top row of the process flow shows then  

1) How many items (absolute as well as relative) made it from one process step to the other 

2) The average cycle time from step to step (for those items that reached the respective follow-up step) 

3) The average cycle time from the starting point to the respective step (for those items that reached 
the respective follow-up step) 
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The 2nd, 3rd or 4th row (if available) provide boxes with interesting context information per process phase. 
Those boxes should cross-check if certain typical problems could explain that not 100% of the items are fully 
processed (e.g. due to rejection, blocking or incompleteness). If those boxes show no or little figures, then 
you can already rule out that these things are the root cause for no or slow processing. 

Some other context boxes provide some after the fact reporting, e.g. where was something processed but 
later than planned. 

Whenever you apply a filter in the Filter Section (chapter Error! Reference source not found.), then 
the entire process flow is filtered accordingly, e.g. you could filter on  

o One sales organization or plants in one country 

o One customer number where the customer complaint about your on-time delivery lately 

o Selected bottleneck materials which are important for your revenues or margin 

o One specific document where you want to see how the different line items performed. 

o A virtual characteristic like region that you might have defined as described in chapter Error! 
Reference source not found. 

 

Hence with the process flow analysis of just one single key figure you should get a pretty complete picture 
about your process performance within a given time frame and should be able to judge which other key 
figures should be applied for further in-depth analysis. 

5.3.3.8 Usage Distribution Analysis 

As described in chapter Error! Reference source not found. the Usage Distribution icon is only available 
for key figures of category “Master Data” and assigned Business Goal Area ‘Reduce complexity’. By clicking 
on this icon, you get to a stacked column bar chart where the x-axis shows the number of transactional 
usages for the different master or configuration data objects (e.g. vendor master records used in purchasing 
documents). The x-axis always shows nine different buckets 

- Objects that were never used, i.e. no single transactional document could be found at all that 
contained the respective object 

- Objects that were used at least once in the past but not in the selected time frame (e.g. within the 
last year). 

Basis for all other information 

Cycle time from 
step to step 

Coloring derived from all boxes in 
the column belonging to this phase 

Cycle time from 
start to step 
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- Objects with 1-10 transactional usages (i.e. on average less than one document per month if you 
analyzed one year) 

- Objects with 11-50 transactional usages (i.e. on average less than one document per week if you 
analyzed one year) 

- Objects with 51-400 transactional usages (i.e. on average less than one document per day if you 
analyzed one year) 

- Objects with 401-1.000 transactional usages (i.e. on average more than one document per day if you 
analyzed one year) 

- Objects with 1.001-10.000 transactional usages (i.e. on average ~20-200 documents per week if you 
analyzed one year) 

- Objects with 10.001-100.000 transactional usages (i.e. on average ~200-2.000 documents per week 
if you analyzed one year) 

- Objects with >100.000 transactional usages (i.e. on average more than 2.000 documents per week if 
you analyzed one year) 

 

The y-axis shows how many of the configured objects fall into which usage category. Objects that fall into the 
category “Never” or “Not used” are candidates that should be investigated if they can be removed from the 
existing system or should at least not be taken over if you plan to move into a new system. 

It is also possible to select a second dimension where all columns from the Detail List are available for 
selection and this dimension is displayed via different colors.  
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6 AUTHORIZATION CONCEPT  

This chapter should give a brief overview about how access to data can be restricted in Business Process 
Analytics for all available users according to their role within a Business Process Improvement project. 

We need to distinguish between authorizations in SAP Solution Manager and in the connected managed 
system(s), as analysis functions like Detail List analysis include navigation to data located remotely. 

 Authorizations need to be maintained for each user consistently in SAP Solution Manager and in 
managed systems(s) as both endpoints are evaluated in Business Process Analytics and a 
mismatch can be confusing. 

The authorization concept in general is based in general not on granting access to specific functionalities, 
but on granting access to specific data. 

You will find a more detailed description of the roles and authorization objects specifically for Business 
Process Analytics in chapter “Roles overview” of the documentation “Authorization Concept for Business 
Process Improvement" which can be found on the SAP Wiki page 
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab "General" -> section 
"General" -> Link name: "Authorization Concept for Business Process Improvement". 

6.1 Dialog Users 

For dialog users in Business Process Analytics authorization can be granted in SAP Solution Manager to 
access specific Analytics Objects (KPIs) and specific data of the Analytics Objects in terms of their available 
characteristics for analysis. 

Authorizations can be maintained via 

o Key figure Groups, which can include a set of KPIs by selection of technical name our 
application area 

o Authorization Groups, which define which characteristic values can be seen (filtering on 
data) 

o Visibility Groups, which define which characteristics can be seen in general 

 It is important that authorizations related to Authorization Groups and Visibility Groups are 
maintained consistently, otherwise no data can be displayed to the user.  

In managed system(s), authorization for a user can be granted on a set of KPIs and on analytical functions, 
for example, access to monetary values in the Detail List analysis. 

For details, see the link to the documentation “Authorization Concept for Business Process Improvement" in 
Authorization Concept. 

6.2 System Users in RFC Connections to Managed Systems 

The authorization of system users in the RFC connections can be granted in managed system(s) on a set of 
KPIs and on analytical functions, for example, access to monetary values and affect ALL data collection from 
the involved manage system.  

 The maintenance of the authorization of a system user actually doing the data collection in its 
managed system affects ALL dialog users in Business Process Analytics doing analysis on data from 
this system. 

For details, see the link to the documentation “Authorization Concept for Business Process Improvement" in 
Authorization Concept. 
 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement

